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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES OF MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMI'I'TEE AND
COAR COORDINATORS
· NYSNA
one Madison Avenue
New York City

February 15, 1989
PRESIDING:

I.

Juanita K. Hunter, President.
CALL TO ORDER:

10:12AM

Attendance
Executive Committee
Juanita K. Hunter, President
Madeline A. Naegle, President-elect
Joan A. Lynch, Vice President
Maggie Jacobs, Secretary
Nettie Birnbach, Treasurer
COAR Coordinators
*William R. Donovan, Director at Large
Dorothy M. Williams, Director at Large
Other Board Participants
*Janet Cadogan, Director at Large
*Miriam Gonzalez, Director at Large
Staff

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director
Wendy M. Burbank, Associate to the
Executive Director

*present for portion of meeting
II.

DISCUSSION OF REPORT OF ANA COMMISSION ON
.ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND RENEWAL

Board members present discussed in detail the recommendations of the Commission as they are presented in the
executive swnmary of the report and explicated in other
reports of the report. It was noted that the president
l
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and the executive director will attend a Februaryj.f
.meeting of representatives of SNAs, ANA organizatjpi,
units and other national nursing organizations to1":i:i(
consensus on the recommendations. After that meet.ir1y, ·
the Commission will prepare the final version of the
report for pre3entation to the House.

~~~G.k6

President Hunter directed attention to Ms. Orr's February 13 memorandum containing staff's comments about the
report and a projected time-line sequence for the NYSNA
consensus process with financial implications.

'

..

of some SNAs seeking to provide economic and
general welfare services across state lines.
Currently, not all SNAs participate in ANA's
con~inuing education accreditation program. This
variance has the potential for affecting formation
of interstate agreements.

8

Support for multi-state constituents is evident;
this is an outgrowth of the serious questions
being raised about the economic viability of some
of the smaller SNAs.

The observations and concerns - organized by COAR
recommendation - of the board members present are
described below. concerns and provisions which require
clarification will be raised by the president at the
February 23-24 meeting.
A.

Organizational Mission
The original mission statement is reaffirmed and
is stated in the issue paper on organizational
mission.
In describing the functions of the Association as
"core mission activities," "growth activities,"
and "self-sustaining activities," the ANA Board
changed the Commission's recommendations slightly.
Data base maintenance has been added to the core
activities. This will be somewhat controversial
because this category presumably contains the
membership billing/data processing functions.
Several states believe that those states who use
this service should pay for it rather than all
states.
The survey results related to economic and general
welfare are of some concern since all groups
reported the lowest acceptability ratings for this
being a core mission activity.
The recommendations of COAR regarding the Academy
and ANA-PAC appear to go beyond the SNA beliefs as
stated in the survey: COAR recommends continued
administrative support of both organizations.
However, neither program is listed in the categories of activities as core, growth, or self-sustaining.

B.

Maintenance of a Viable Constituent in Every State
The SNAs rated the option of promotion of interstate agreements as the most acceptable. This
recommendation has the potential for.being controversial because it occurs in the current context
2

The issue of an overseas constituent or constituents should be evaluated in terms of the financial
impact as well as the impact on individual SNAs
membership base.
C.

ANA Membership and Definition of ANA Member
The main issue of this section is provision for
membership in ANA of other organizations. It
should be noted that while this option received
support from the SNAs, specialty nursing organiza~
tions, ANA officials, and individual members,
other nursing organizations were less supportive.
It is not clear that other organizations wish to
be considered for ANA membership. Of some concern
is the fact that organizationa1 membership has the
P?te~tial for representing more than fifty votes
L
within the House of Delegates--assuming a high
.~.~·,,
level of interest by other organizations. This
).~•uy
many votes would have the effect of dilutingthe C~ /
power of the SNA votes, particularly in a reduced
House of Delegates. This shift in the balance of
power within the structure is of particular concern.
The possibility exists that the organizational
membership option is in violation of applicable
labor law. This possibility cannot be explored
absent legal implications of the Cormnission's
recommendations.
COAR's rationale for recommending provision for
organizational members is that representation of
other nursing organizations should broaden the
participation of the profession in ANA's standard
setting and policy making functions. While this
might be true, it could also set the stage for
conflict between ANA's own councils and. the corresp0nding national nursing specialty organizations...

3

Ula
Inquiry should be made about current serviceJ):, - ~ ~ ( l ~
provided to other organizations for fees - in·
particular, lobbying. Would all services become
conditions of membership? If ANA were vigorous,
it could have appeal to organizations based on
such services as lobbying.

D.

The second recommendation regarding organizational
memberships in SNAs is permissive, not mandatory,
and appears to protect those SNAs which do not
wish to establish organizational memberships from
being adversely affected in the House of Delegates.
Control of Standards of Nursing Practice:
Reference Groups/ANA Councils
There was little support given to deleting Councils, despite the fact that less than 7,000 nurses
are members of Councils. COAR recommends giving
Councils a much stronger role in the organization
by permitting them to have a voice and vote in the
ANA House. This recommendation appears to be
inconsistent with the survey results, which supported the status quo across all respondent groups
except the specialty organizations. Clarification
about the rationale for strengthening the role of
councils should be reguested in light of the
inconsistency with survey results. Councils'
constitution of individuals who are not obliged to
be active in their SNAs and councils' lack of
viability are of continuing concern.
F.

It is of concern that some organizational member
representatives would be representing the inter-

ests of non RNs within the ANA structure. The
long-range implications of this condition for the
organization's nature should not be ignored.

Criteria and Organizational Arrangements for
Membership in SNAs
The major recommendation of this section restores
the RN requirement for membership in an SNA. (The
report leaves the door open for changing this
again in the future. The paragraph at t~e bottom
of page 45 is an unnecessary acknowledgement.)
The survey demonstrated strong support for the
professional model across all respondents.
NYSNA's position on the membership base is well
known. Nevertheless, NYSNA's strong support for
this recommendation should be expressed during the
consensus building meeting.

E.

ed to dual membership in SNAs. Again, there could
be some concern for the possible dilution of SNA
votes in the -House of Delegates.

Control of Standards of Nursing Practice:
Reference Groups/National Specialty
Nursing Organizations
Support for organizational membership of national
specialty nursing organizations appears to b~
strong, even though there is no requirement relat4

G.

Dues/Incentives/Other Revenues
This is one of the least clear sections of the
report, particularly insofar as the discussion of
a possible two tier assessment is concerned.
Clarification of the following statement should be
requested: "This should include immediate evaluation of the feasibility of a separate, free standing entity with the appropriate governance structure."

H.

-

Governance
Reducing the size of the House of Delegates and
restoring the biennial meeting of the House both
arise from cost concerns. This couldr theoretically, make the Association less responsive to
current issues; however, a properly functioning
Board of Directors would mitigate that effect.

Regional representation on the Board will inevitai.)>lY bring about serious issues of proportional
.r representation by numbers of members. Designated
.i/1 staff nurse seats on the Board will probably lead
U
to concern for representation of other functional
titles. These provisions may be legally prohibited.
Folding the cabinets into a Congress on Nursing
Practice, supplemented by ad hoc working groups
was not one of the issues surveyed, so it is
difficult to track that recommendation. Clarification of the rationale for provision of the two
Congresses should be requested.
Redefinition of
the work of the congresses as long-range policy
development vehicles is also difficult·to evaluate.
This may have come from concerns about the
financing of the Cabinets.
Too much ad hoc activity could result in a damaging lack of continuity of activity. It should be
noted that the report does not include provision
for how the ad hoc activity would be conducted i.e., accountability, apPOintment.
5
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The recommendation that essentially all proposal·
··
for House of Delegates' action come from the Board
of Directors is troublesome. If the note on page
63 is implemented, even emergency reports and main
motions would have to be subjected to the Reference Committees' screening. Such restraint is
inapPropriate and poses questions about practicality.
I.

.· . 0 ..·'
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K.

Provision of representation of the National Student Nurses Association in the Bouse of Delegates
without a vote, and for representation of the
federal nursing services-with a vote; does
not seem particularly controversial. However,
many of the gains achieved by reducing the size of
the Bouse of Delegates will be lost as more than
fifty representatives to the House are readmitted
in special categories. If the size of the House
is a problem because of financing or other factors, this may be self-defeating.

0

Structure and Financing of ANA's credentialing
Program
This is an area of the report which needs significant clarification. The governance arrangements
of a free-standing credentialing center need to be
known. It should be clarified whether it is
COAR's understanding that determinants of eligibility for certification would be a "standard"
under ANA's control.

Clarification should be requested of the recommendation for "discussion regarding corporate model
relationships with other ••• organizations •••• "
L.

The recommendation that joint ventures with the
League for Nursing be undertaken in both accreditation of nursing education and nursing services
is troublesome, particularly in view of the
League's structure and historical positions toward
entry into practice legislation.
J.

Structure and Financing of Collective Bargaining
This is another area of the report that suffers
from having a structure defined without substance
as to the functions and activities that would be
assigned to the structure.

Bylaws .
The recommendations for bylaws refinement and
concomitant augmentation of policy/operating rule
have significant implications. A two-thirds vote
is required to amend bylaws. A majority vote is
required to amend policy.
If greater opportunity to affect the structure and
operation of an organization may be obtained by
majority vote than by two-thirds vote, the latter
of which is less easily attained., the organization's structure and operation will probably be
more volatile.

A
V

Furthermore, policy/rule may be adopted by either
the Board of Directors or the House of Delegates.
However, since bylaws may be amended by the House
only, vesting in p0licy the greater op;:,ortunity
for change vests greater control in the board than
would vesting in bylaws the greater OpPOrtunity
for change.

On page 77, the statement concerning composition
of the Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining
Programs references one "official" elected from
each of the SNAs with collective bargaining programs. This composition raises real issues as to
how that person would be elected.
The segregation of SNA collective bargaining
programs into an "institute" may have undesirable
effects related to the allocation of ANA monies as
well as to issues related to the Beck decision.
The segregation may also have the inappropriate
and deleterious effect - on both perceived and
practical levels - of altering the role of collective bargaining within the organization. That is,
divergence could be construed to be implicit in
segregation.

Relationship/Linkages with Other National
Organizations

M.

General concerns
The method by which the survey results were evaluated is flawed. The survey respondents possess
varying extents of influence. Considering this,
the means of measurements of acceptability of
conditions could not provide an accurate projection of the outcome of an actual referendum of the
,same respondents on the same conditions. In
addi-tion, a survey on levels of "acceptability"
of conditions reveals nothing about respondents'
preference for those or other conditions.
7
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OTHER ITEMS

It is important that ,verification or denial be''
requested at the consensus building meeting of
unofficial reports that the ANA . board will seek to
obtain House approval of the·. COAR report .in its
entirety by means of a single vote.

III.

A.

Ms. Orr informed Board members present that Pamela
Maraldo, whom the Board selected at the January
meeting to deliver ,.the convention keynote address,
would be able to accep½ the invitation and receives an honorarium in the amount of $1500 for
such engagements. It would be necessary to engage
Dr. Maraldo or to contact an alternative speaker
immediately. Board members present agreed by
general·consent to approve Dr. Maraldo's requested
honorarium in the amount of SlS00.-

NYSNA ACTIVITY IN CONSENSUS PROCESS

Board members reviewed the projected time-line sequence
with financial implications. The following.decisions
•about distribution of the report were made by general
consent. (All recipients of part of the report will be
informed of the availability of the complete report in
DNA and NYSNA offices.}
A.

B.

Distribution of COAR report to constituent
district nurses associations
complete copies of the report (as determined by
the board at its January meeting). District
presidents will be informed that: the report will
be discussed at the March Advisory Council meeting; and the Board will develop its positions on
the report at the March 30-31 meeting.
It will
be suggested to district presidents that they
consider conducting a membership meeting on the
report.

v.

NYSNA will forward to all delegates copies of the
"executive summary"_section. Delegates will be
informed that: they may order a copy of the
complete report from ANA now, or wait until ANA
sends"the complete report in the first delegate
mailing on April 26; the Board_. will develop its
positions on the report at the March 30-31 meeting. Delegates will be encouraged to participate
in district meetings about the report.

Distribution of COAR report·to NYSNA leadership

8

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 2:20 PM.

Distribution of COAR repgrt to NYSNA delegates
to 1989 ANA House

NYSNA will forward copies of the "executive sum-·
mary" section to members of all NYSNA organizational units. They will be informed that the
Board will develop its positions on the report at
the March 30-31 meeting, requested to place the
.·report on meeting agenda as -soon as possible, and
.requested to inform the Board of their observations and concerns.

Nurses Week poster
Board members present examined a "mock-up" of the
proposed Nurses Week poster. After discussing a
few possible editorial changes~ Boa~d members
present requested that Ms. Orr,conveyto staff
their satisfaction with the proposed poster as
presented.

ANA will forward directly to district presidents

c.

1989 Convention keynote speaker honorarium
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

March 24, 1989
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
El.izabeth Carter, Deputy'Director

RE:

COAR Process

#7(a)

We have been notified that the revised Executive Summary will be
mailed from ANA on_March 24, 1989, and that the entire report
will be sent in the first delegate mailing by April. 7, 1989.
Based on material to be published in the April issue of The
American Nurse, we expect the fol.lowing revisions to be reflected
in the report:_

ORGANIZATIONAL MISSION:

8

CRITERIA AND ORGANIZATIONAL A.'lt:RANGEMENTS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN SNAs:

New language has been incorporated into the report that is
significant:
"In order to most sensitively carve out a decision path that
would be acceptable to respondent groups with contrary
opinion, COAR fashioned a recommendation that encompasse~.
all acceptable options: provision of individual membershi.p
to all registered nurses, provision of organizational
membership to associate nurses at the state level in those
states that have enacted a differentiated professional/
associate nurse licensing system, and postponement of action
related to associate nurse membership at the national level
of the organization until the nurse associate category of
practitioner was a reality in a substantial number of
states.
"COAR, therefore, recommends that:

"The ANA Bylaws define the individual membership of state
nurses' associations to be RNs, enable SNAs to provide for
associate nurses to have organizational affiliation or
membership at the state level at such time as the state has
enacted a differentiated professional/associate nurse
licensing system and desires to do so, and provide that the
rights, privileges and responsibilities of ~uch
organizational members/affiliates be prescribed by the SNA
and limited to the state level of the association."

CONTROL OF STANDARDS OF NURSING PRACTICE: REFERENCE GROUPS (ANA
COUNCILS):

Full funding of ANA-PAC, including fund raising activities has
been restored to the list of core mission activities.

As expected, the recommendation has been revised to provide
councils with "participant" seats in the House of Delegate; e.g.,
voice but no vote. There were no other changes.

MAINTENANCE OF A VIABLE CONSTITUENT IN EVERY STATE:

CONTROL OF STANDARDS OF NURSING PRACTICE: REFERENCE GROUPS

No revisions have been made.

ANA MEMBERSHIP AND DEFINITION OF ANA MEMBER:
COAR reaffirmed its recommendation that representatives of
organizational affiliates qualify for participation in ANA to the
fullest extent possible. Organizational membership was revised
as expected, to organizational affiliation. Representatives of
organizational affiliates will qualify for appointment to ad hoc
groups, task forces, Congresses and the Commission on Economic
and Professional Security. Each organizational affiliate will
have one participant seat in the House of Delegates, with
but no vote.

(NATIONAL SPECIALTY NURSING ORGANIZATIONS):

As expected, the recommendations have been revised to provide
national specialty nursing organizations with participant seats
in the House of ·Delegates; e.g., voice but no vote.

DUES/INCENTIVES/OTHER REVENUES:
No revisions are proposed.

~. Ub

.· . ~·o~
Page Three

e
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GOVERNANCE:

No revisions were proposed to retain organizational units
specifically for human rights or ethics.
The recommendation for regional election of Board members was
withdrawn.
The proposed structure of the two Congresses has been expanded to
fifteen members, 9 elected and 6 appointed.

No revisions were made to the recommendation that staff nurse
representation on the Board of Directors be guaranteed and that
the biennial House be restored.
No revisions were made to the recommended process for emergency
action reports and main motions (i.e., being channeled through
the Reference Committee).
STRUCTURE AND FINANCING OF ANA's CREDENTIALING PROGRAMS:

No revisions were made.
STRUCTURE AND FINANCING OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING:
· No substantive revisions were proposed other than to increase the

number of persons on the Congress on Nursing Economics to 15.

RELATIONSHIPS/LINKAGES WITH OTHER NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:

No substantive revisions were made.
BYLAWS:
No substantive revisions were made except to clarify the process
through which bylaws will be amended in both ·19s9 and 1990.
Oi'HER:

revised table or organization is presented incorporating all
reconmendations as revised.

A
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American Nurses' Association, Inc.

_2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City. Missouri 64108
(816) 474-5720

Fax: (816) 471-4903

l1JCllle A. Joel. Eo.D.. R.N .• F.AA.N.

President

Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D.• R.N.
·
Execlltil!e Director

TO:

All Participants ·

0

AHACcmlllission

Washington Office:
1101 14th Street, N.W.
Suite 200

0

Washington. D.C. 20005
(202) _789-1800
-_ FAX: (202) 842-4375

change the last two paragraphs to re.ad as follows:

The size of the present House of Delegates be reduced by a
total of ten percent (10%).
_
•

_

on Organizational Assessment and Renewal Consensus

Lucille A. Joel. Ed.D •• R.N •• F.A.A.N.
President

DATE:

February 21, 1989

RE:

Amendments to the Report of COAR

·conforming changes should be made throughout the balance of the
report.·
0

The operational detail of- the COAR proposals regarding the Congress
on Nursing Practice are to be amended to the report of COAR. A copy
of the text of the operational detail. and diagranmatic,scheme~-is
attached.

L.J: LM: ka: proposal.mem

Following are amendments to the report of COAR which have been approved by the

AKA Board of Directors in order to resolve conflict with labor law in the
matter of participation of organizational ''members" and the Federal Nursing
Chiefs and to provide sufficient det.ail with regard to the proposals for new

structural lDlits to enable their framing in bylaws language.

The aaen<bnents are as follows:

o

·

The ANA bylaws be amended to provide for biennial meetings
of the House of pelegates, and further that_

- Building Meeting
--FRCII:

At page 8.of the Executive sUDllaJ:y on the issue of Governance.

At page 39 of the Report of COAR, change the recommendation from
"organizational membership" to "organizational affiliate" so that
the recozmaendation is that: -nae· AM Bylavs be changed to all.av for
oPpDizat:iooaJ affiliates at --the _national._ level that vou1cl be
diffmentlated fraa constituent
"ership -in -the -following ways: 11 •
Page 40 of the Report of COAR would be revised for conformity with
this proposal. The text of the revised page 40 is attached and
includes provision of a courtesy seat for a representative of the
Chiefs of the federal nursing services.
The Executive Summary of the Report of COAR. and,all other report
language are proposed to be amended for c~ormity with the prior

proposal.

the Congr.ess
on Nursing Economics, Commission on Professional and Economic
Security., and Institute of>SNA Collective Bargaining Programs are to
be aaended to the report of COAR on the structure and financing of
collecUve.bargai.ning. A copy of the text of the operational
-- detail. and diagraasaUc scheme, is attached.
The operational det.ailof the COAR proposals regarding

ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer
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COAR REPORT
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CCIGTITUENT .H!KB!RS

1.

2.

State Nurses Associations (SNAs).
Multi-State Constituents(s)
(KSC)(s) • and USA Nurses Overseas
Constituents(s) (USANOC(s))
are ANA constituents.

····Other national nursing
organizations that meet specified
criteria (e.g. similar to NOLF)
may be organizational affiliates.

Constituent .-hers have delegates

Organizational affiliates have
one representative (RN) in the
House of Delegates and may make
reports or presentations on
issues within the area of their
interest or expertise. Such
reports may be moved for adoption
or amendment by an individual or
constituent member.

at large. proportional delegate

representation. votes in the ANA.

House of Delegates and participate
fully in the business of the House

of Delegates.

3.

IndividWll members of constituent
organizations are eligible to hold
office in ANA.

Representatives of organizational
affiliates are not eligible to
hold office in ANA.

4.

AKA delegates representing
'·constituents are eligible to vote
for ANA offices.

Representatives of organizational
affiliates are not eligible to
vote for ANA offices.

S.

Individual Mllbers of constituent
organizations qualify for elected
and appointed office, and for
appointment to task forces and
other ad hoc groups.

RN representatives of
organizational affiliates qualify
for appointment to ad hoc groups,
task forces, Congresses,
C01111issions, and, Institutes.

6.

Constituent organizations pay full
dues. assessment.
.,

Organizational affiliates pay an
organizational fee for their
participation and representation
in ANA. and for services received
from ANA.

7.

AHA Board of Directors grants
constituent status.

The

AHIRICAR . RURSIS 1 ASOOCUTIOII

ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATES

The ANA Board of Directors grants
organizational affiliate status.

Amended Operational Detail of COAR Proposals Regarding:
Congress on Nursing Economics, COJIIDission on Professional
and Economic Security and Institute of SNA Collective
Bargaining Programs

Con1!!5! on Nursing Ec:onoaics:
Definition: The Congresses on Nursing Economics and Nursing Practice shall be
analogous organizational units in terms of structure, functions and responsibilities. The Congress on Nursing Economics is an organized deliberative body
to which the Board of Directors assigns specific responsibilities related to
fulfilling the economic and general welfare functions of ANA. The Congress is
accountable to the Board of Directors and will report through the Board to the
House of Delegates.
Collposition: The Congress on Nursing Economics.shall consist of ten members
of constituent organizations who collectively represent required areas of
economic expertise (e.g. macro, labor market, health care financing) and the
generic strands of education, research, service, human rights and ethics. Six
members shall be elected by the House of Delegates. Four shall be appointed
by the ANA Board of Directors from nominees submitted by constituent SNAs and
ANA congresses, conmissions, institutes. coJ11Dittees and councils. The chairs
of the Co11111ission on Economic and Professional Security and the Institute of
SNA Collective Bargaining Programs shall be ex officio members of the Congress
on Nursing Economics. The chairperson of the Congress shall be designated by
the Board of Directors upon the recol!llleJldation of the Congress.
Responsibilities:

a.

b.
c.
d.

Tbe AH& Bylaws be

o

changed to allow for:

A representative from the Chiefs of the federal nursing services to
have. a courtesy seat in the ANA Bouse of Delegates.

e.

f.
g.

h.·

The responsibilities of the Congress shall be to:

apply their economic expertis2 and knowledge of the generic strands
of nursing education, research, service, human rights and ethics to
the work of the Congress as it relates to nursing economics.
evaluate trends. developments, and issues in the area of nursing
economics
engage in long-range policy development
,
establish a plan of operation for carrying out and evaluating
programs within its area of responsibility
develop and adopt standards of nursing economics and general welfare
related to employment and workplace issues of the nursing profession
at large
recormnend policies and posieions to the Board of Directors and the
House of Delegates
receive and disseminate information to constituent SNAs and others
as approved by the Board of Directors
maintain communication with other congresses and organizational
units ·on matters of mutual concern

-3-

i.·

j.

address and respond to .concerns related to equal opportunity and
human rights
assume other responsibilities as assigned by the Board of Directors

Cowdnian on Jrconcw:lc and Professional. Secudty:

Defiaitian: The Colllnission on·Economic and Professional Security is an
organizational unit which develops and implements programs related to the
economic and professional security of individual nurses and groups of nurses.
The Comni.ssion is accountable to the Congress on Nursing Economics.
Calpositian: The Commission on Economics and Professional Security shall
consist of eight members of constituent organizations with expertise in
workplace related matters such as third party reimbursement, private practice
groups. nursing staff governance, individual contracts. pay equity, workplace
safety, pensions and fringe benefits. The members of the comnission shall be
appointed by the Congress on Nursing Economics. Nominees for appointment to
the Comni.ssion may be submitted by: constituent SNAs and ANA congresses,
cCXllllissions, institutes. coanittees and councils. The chairperson shall be
designated by the Congress upon reconaendation of the members of the
Commission.
· .RespaasibWties:
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

The responsibilities of the Co111Dission shall be to:

evaluate trends, developments and issues related to the economic and
professional security of individual nurses or groups of nurses.
develop standards, positions and policies for recommendation to the
Congress on Nursing Economics
receive and disseminate information to constituent SNAs and other
organizational units
establish a plan of operations for carrying out and evaluating
programs within its area of responsibility
· assure that its policies aild positions are in accordance with those
of-the Congress and of ANA.

Ynstitute of SIii. Collective Barpining Programs:
The Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs is,an
organizational unit which develops and implements programs related to the
conduct and development of SNA collective bargaining programs. ANA retains
accountability for the setting of overall standards related to employment and
workplace issues. The Institute vill be autonomous with respec;t to the
development and implementation of operational standards, positions, policies
and practices related to collective bargaining. The Institute shal~ otherwise
be acccnmtable to the Congress on Nursing Economics and to the administrative
structure of ANA.

Defiaiticm:

Caapo.iitian: The Institute of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs shall
consist of one elected representative from each SNA or multi-state constituent
with a collective bargaining program, who shall be employed in an SNA
represented bargaining unit.

I
f
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llesponsibilit:ies:

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

The responsibilities of the Institute shall be to:

evaluate trends. developments and issues related to the conduct of
SNA collective bargaining programs
estt~lish operational standards, positions, policies and practices
for the conduct of SNA collective bargaining programs
strengthen SNA collective bargaining programs through educational,
consultative and publication services formembers of SNAs
represented bargaining units and staff of SNA E&GW programs.
receive and disseminate information to the collective bargaining
programs of constituent SNAs and others as appropriate
establish a plan of operation for carrying out and evaluating
programs within its area of responsibility

Details.Needed for Clarification
The work of the Congress on Nursing Economics will be enhanced to the degree
that there is interaction between the COlllllission on Economic and Professional.
Security and the Institute.of SNA Collective Bargaining Programs •. Clarity of
the respective roles and relationships will evolve over time.
i
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lrci'tl'ru"l'.! OF• SHA r.DLLECTIVE .
BARGAINDfG PROGUHS

NURSING mRIIICS

Members of constituent
organizations

Evaluate trends, developments and ·issues in ·. •
the area of nursing
economics

Members of SNAs or multistate constituent with a
collective bargaining program

Eight

One from each SNA or multistate constituent with a
collective bargaining program (28)

- Establish a plan of
operation for carrying out ar: evaluating programs within
its area of responsibility

Elected from each SNA or
multi-state constituent
with a collective bargaining program

- Develop and adopt
standards of nursing
economics and general
welfare related to
employment and workplace issues of the
nursing profession at
large

Selection:
Six elected by House
of Delegates; and
four appointed by
Board of Directors

.(Appointed by the Congress
· on Nursing Economics

QmHfi.cations:

Economic expertise
(macro. labor market
and health care financing) and generic
strands of education,
research:, service.
. human rights and ethics

Expertise in workplace
related issues of economic
and professional security.
Such issues.would include
third party reimbursement, private practice
groups, nursing staff
governance, individual
contracts, pay equity.
workplace safety,
pensions, fringe benefits.
etc.

Membership in an SNA or
multi-state constituent
with a collective bargaining program, and employed
in an SNA represented
bargaining unit ·

i
i

'
;_

Functioas:

- Apply their economic
ezpertise ·and .. knowledge
of the generic st:rands
of nursing educatiaa.

.

- Evaluate trends; develop- Evaluate trends, developments·and issues related
ments and issues related to
to t:he economic and prothe conduct ofSNA coll~cfessional security of inditive.bargaining programs
vidual nurses o~ groups of
research,· sen:lce. <••·· ..
human. righ~)1nd:etb;~
~- Establish operational~
·to the vork•~of the,'.'. <:: .
~ s . positions, policies .
and practices "for the con-
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- Recommend policies and
positions to the Board
of Directors and the
House of Delegates

I

- Develop standards. positions and policies for
recommendation to the
Congress on Nursing
Economics

duct of SNA collective bargainins programs

- Receive and disseminate
information to constituent SNAs and other organizational units

;f.- Engage in long-range
policy development

Ten. plus ex officio·
chairs of the COJ1111ission and Institute

INSTlnmt .o,. SIIA ·mu,»."fiVE
BUf'4111JDIC PIIOGltAIIS

Funct:ions:
~o nursing economics

Members of constituent
organizations

<DIMISSICII l»l .BaliiltiC
ARD PBODSSI<IW. Sl!EIJJllff

- Receive and disseminate
information to constituent SNAs and others as
approved by the Board
of Directors
Maintain.cODDUCication
with other congresses and
organizational units on
matters of mutual concern
Address and respond to
concerns related to equal
opportunity and human
rights

Establish a plan of operations for carrying out
and evaluating programs
within its are? of
responsibility
- Assure that its policies
and positions are in accordance with those of
the Congress and of ANA

Strengthen SNA collective
bargaining programs.through
educational. consultative
and publication services
for members of SNA
represented bargaining units
and staff of SNA E&GW
programs
- Receive and disseminate
information to the collective bargaining programs of
constituent SNAs and others
as appropriate
Establish a plan of operation for carrying :0ut and
evaluating programs within
its area of responsibility

-- .T , ; ..

.- AsSWDe o~er responsibil.:.
·. ities as assiped. by the :
··· · Board of Directors

table to the Board
Directors and reports
the Board to the
e of Delegates

Autonomous with respect . to
the development and implementation of operational
. standards, positions,
·. policies and practices
related to collective bar. gaining. Otherwise, ·ac
countable to the Congre
Nursing Economics, w
ains accountability·
setting of overall
dards related to
loyment and work
es,
. and . to the

· Montana·
Colorado
Nebraska

West Virginia
Alabama
Georgia
Florida
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Operational Detail of COAR Proposals
Related to Structures for Nursing Practice

Coug+eso of Horsing Practice:
Definition: The Congress of Nursing Practice is an organized deliberative
body to which the Board of Directors assigns specific responsibilities related
to fulfilling the professional nursing practice functions of ANA. The
Congress is accountable to the Board of Directors and will report through the
Board to the House of Delegates.

The Congress of Nursing Practice shall consist of ten members of
· constituent organizations who collectively represent required areas of nursing
practice expertise (e.g. standard setting, credentialling and health policy)
and the generic strands of education, research, service, human rights and
ethics. Six members shall be elected by the House of Delegates. Four shall
be appointed by the ANA Board of Directors from nominees submitted by
constituent SNAs and ANA congresses, commissions, institutes, committees and
councils. The chairperson of the Congress shall be designated by the Board of
Directors upon the recommendation of the Congress.

;#Collposition:

Jtespoasihilities:
a.

b.

J/-c.

d.

e.
f.

g.

h.
i.

j.

The responsibilities of the Congress shall be to:

apply their nursing practice expertise and knowledge of the generic
strands pf nursing education, research, service, human rights and
ethics to the work of the Congress as it relates to nursing
practice.
evaluate trends, developments, and issues in the area of nursing
practice
engage in long-range policy development
establish a plan of operation [or carrying out and evaluating
programs within its area of responsibility
develop and adopt standards of nursing practice, education, research
and services
recoJllllelld policies and positions to the Board of Directors and the
House of Delegates
receive and disseminate information to constituent SNAs and others
as approved by the Board of Directors
maintain communication with other congresses, councils,
organizational units and organizational affiliates on matters of
mutual concern.
address and respond to concerns related to equal opportunity and
human rights
.
foamlate revisions of.the-Code for Nurses and.recommend them to the
House of.Delegates, and. foterpret.the Code for Nurses
<''assuae o~_":reqonsibiJ.ities as assigned by the Board of Directors

. .-:·.. ~·:·:t(~_

.t-;\)~t<~it.·r:..

. ..

Comlcils:

Definition: A council is an organized deliberative body through which
· individual members of constituent members participate in the improvement or
advancement of the profession in an area of nursing practice or interest.
Councils are accountable to the Congress of Nursing Practice.
Composition: Each member of a constituent member may affiliate with one or
more councils upon meeting each council's eligibility requirements and paying
the affiliation fee for that council.
Responsibilities:

a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

The responsibilities of the Councils shall be to:

provide a community of peers and a principal source of expertise in
areas of interest and serve as a forum for discussion of relevant
issues and concerns.
develop standards, positions, and policies for recommendation to the
Congress.
propose the establishment of certification offerings and recomnend
specific certification requirements in an area of interest to the
appropriate governance structure.
maintain communication with council affiliates, other councils,
Congress, constituent state nurses• associations. organizational
affiliates and other organizations.
establish a plan of operation for carrying out its responsibilities.
assure that its policies and positions are in accordance with those
of ANA.

Details Needed For Clarification
The work of the Congress of Nursing Practice will be enhanced to the degree
that there is interaction between the Congress, Councils, Specialty Nursing
Organizations and members of NOLF. Clarity of the respective roles and
relationships will evolve over time.
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establish a plan of operation maintain communication with
' for carrying out and evalu. councils, Congress. constituent.
ating programs within its
state nurses' associations
area of responsibility
organizational affiliates and
other organizations.
develop and adopt standards of establish a plan of operation
nursing practice. education,
for carrying out.its responresearch and services.
sibilities.
recommend policies and
positions to the Board of
Directors and the House of
Delegates.

assure that its policies and
positions are in accordance with
those of ANA.

Members of constituent

Ten

Unlimited

Upon·.application and paynent.

of affiliation fee

Quali£ications:
Nursing practice expertise
(e.g. standard setting,
credentialling, health

. Eligibility requirements es tab-.
lished by . each council

a. apply their nursing
practice expertise and
knowledge of the generic
strands of nursing education,
research, service, human
rights and ethics to the. work
of the Congress as it relates
to nursing practice.

provide a CODIDUtlity·of peers
and a principal source of expertise in areas of interest
and serve as a forum for.discussion of relevant issues and·
concerns.

b. evaluate trends, developments,
and issues in the area of
nursing practice •.

developstandards, positions,.
and policies for recommendation
to the Congress.
· ·

c. engage in l~ng-range policy
development

propose the establishment.of
certification offe:ings and.· . .
re~oanend specific certification
requ.ireants in an area of
interest. to the ··appropriate.
g_oyemance .structure. '

lated to equal opportunity and human
rights

k. assume other responsibilities as assigned
by the Board of Directors.

Members of constituent·. organ-···
izations

Six elected by House of
Delegates; and four appointed
appointed by Board of
Direction

i. address and respond to concerns re-

for Nurses.

organizations

Selection:

to constituent SNAs and others as
approved by the Board of Directors.

j. formulate revisions of the Code for
.Nurses and recommend them.to the.House
of Delegates, and, interpret the Code

QVR:11,.C:

Ruaber:

g. receive and disseminate information

h. maintain communication with other
Congresses•.· councils, organizational
units and organizational affiliates
on matters of mutual concem.

or. NURSDG
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Functions:
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Martha L Orr, MN, RN
EucutJn Director

Constlluenl of The American
Nul'lff Association
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Watem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y.12084, (518) 456--5371

March 2, 1989

nursing and do NOT imply any recommendations about ehe
continuance and/or financing of the ANA central billing system.
There was extensive··discussion of the recommendation
regarding administrative maintenance of A..~A-PAC. Opponents of
the COAR recommendation stressed the need to fully fund ANA-PAC.
MAINTENANCE OF A VIABLE CONSTITUENT IN EVERY STATE:
There did not seem to be much concern for multi-state
constituents or constituents for USA nurses overseas.

TO:

3oard of Directors
Presidents and Executive Directors, Constituent
District Nurses Associations

Clarification was given that any constituent member overseas
would have to be organized, financed, and supported in the same
way as any other constituent member.

F'ROI.Y:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director

ANA MEMBERSHIP AND DEFINITION OF ANA MEMBER:

In or:ier to assist you in reviewing the enclosed additional
documents distributed at the February 23-24 COAR consensus meeting in Kansas City, we are providing a few summary comments. Dr.
Hunter and we will provide additional details at the March meeting of the Board of Directors.
ATTENDANCE: Approxi&11ately 200 persons including Constituent
Forum representat:ives, The ANA Board of Directors, chairs of ANA
organizational units, representatives of NOLF, NSNA, and
observers.
REMARKS BY ANA PRESIDENT (LUCILLE JOEL): Emphasized that the
report was data driven, but not data based and that it represented compromise and acceptability rather than an ideal. Expressed
concern that ANA has been too long focused on "internal massage 11
and needs to move on with the business of nu~sing.

REMARKS BY COAR CHAIRPERSON (MARGRETTA STYLES): Stressed that
the overriding conclusion of the study was that the status quo
was unacceptable; that members of ANA want broad change.
PRESENTATIONiCLMIFICATION OF COAR PROPOSALS
ORGAi.~IZATIONAL MISSION:

Concern expressed that the statement of purpose (p. 28) is
not a trne mission statement.
Clarification given that the references to data base
development and maintenance refer to data concerning nurses

There will be significant changes in the reconnnendations
related to this area because of legal interpretations that
preclude organizational membership unless all the rights and
privileges of membership flowed through to the individual members
of those organizations. (See amendments distributed on site as
well as legal analysis.)
Revisions will establish organizational affiliation without
votes in the House of Delegates. However, there was extensive
discussion and opposition to the proposed revision to permit
organizational representatives to be appointed to ANA Congresses,
Commissions, Institutes, and ad hoc work-groups. Supporters
stressed the need to provide for the widest possible involvement
of these representatives as an incentive to affiliate.
Opposition.stressed that such a move would reduce the
opportunities for ANA members' participation and could possibly
diminish the recognition and role of ANA councils. Appointment to
ad hoc groups seemed more acceptable.
A similar revision was that a representative of the federal
nursing services chiefs would have a courtesy seat (without votej
in the House.
CRITER~A AND ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN SNAS:

There was significant opposition to the RN only membership
base: some opponents expressed the belief that survey respondents
had confused the terms "all RN" and "RN only", and had based
their response on their understanding that "all RN" meant all
nurses; i.e., the occupational model. The staff nurse caucus
voted unanimously to recommend the occupational model. It was
clear that there continues to be much confusion and·
misinformation around this issue.

Page Three

Page Four

Discussion of this topic was curtailed by a recommendation
that this debate take place in the House rather than at the COAR
.meeting.

Opposition and support were expressed about equally for the
return to a biennial House.

CONTROL OF STANDARDS OF NURSING PRACTICE - ANA COUNCILS:
There was prolonged and somewhat heated discussion of the
role of ANA Councils with both opposition and support of the COAR
recommendations.
.
Revisions of the recommendations will be included i~ the
final report because of legal interpretation that provision of a
vote for an ANA Council in the House would not survive a test of
Landrwn-Griffin rights. Councils will not have a vote in the
House of Delegates.
Council representatives strongly urged a revision of the
recommendations to provide a stronger role for Councils in the
standard-se~ting functions of the Association. Clarification was
provided that Councils would be funded from dues revenues in so
far as their activities related to core mission activities but
their individual member services would have to be self'
sustaining.
CONTROL OF STANDARDS OF NURSING PRACTICE - NATIONAL SPECIALTY
ORGANIZATIONS:

The final report will be revised to remove the
recommendations related to national specialty organizations
holding voting seats in the House. These organizations will be
treated as organizational affiliates, having voice but no vote
and being eligible for appointment to the Congresses etc.
'
DUES/INCEI\'TIVES/OTHER REVENUES:

There were no major issues discussed or revisions proposed
to this section.
GOVERNANCE:

There was extensive discussion of several proposals in this
section. Strong opposition was expressed to the deletion of the
organiza~i?nal ~nits_for ethics and human rights. There may be
some revisions in this area although COAR representatives
strongly defended the concept of integrating these threads
throughout the proposed congresses etc.
A second "hot spot" was discussion of reaional
r 7presentation and staff nurse representation-on the Board of
Directors. The staff nurse caucus requested consideration of
proportionate representation of staff nurses on all governance
structures.

Discussion of the proposed streamlining of the bylaws and
concerns about control of access to the House through the
reference committee were also strong. There may be some
revisions in this area since ~dditional legal analysis was
obtained that emphasized that the House could vote to give up-its
rights to bring issues to the floor independent of the reference
committee or could choose to retain this right.
There was extensive discussion of the relationship of
Councils to the congress on Practice, the gist of which was that
Councils believed there should be Council representation on the
Congress or some other structural protection of the Councils'
standard-setting activities. The Councils believe the structure
under the Congress on Nursing Economics is stronger and clearer
than the structure under the Congress on Nursing Practice.
Concerns about the proposed downsizing of the House were
expressed primarily by the small states.
STRUCTURE AND FINANCING OF ANA'S CREDENTIALING PROGRAM:
Clarification was provided that it was COAR's intent for ANA
to retain control of the standards for credentialing, including
educational qualifications. Some concerns were expressed about
the financing of the credentialing operations and the
distribution of any revenues. No clarification was provided
related to the governance for the Credentialing Center.
STRUCTURE AND FINANCING OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING:
The major discussion of these recommendations centered on
the I~s~itute of SNA Collective Bargaining programs. Strong
opposition emerged to the expanded description of this struc-tural
unit in so far as its intended functions were concerned. (See
the on-site amendments.)
In addition, the separation of collective bargaining from
other economic/general welfare concerns was widely opposed. The
staff nurse caucus believed that the collective bargaining
functions and staff nurse control needed to be strengthened and
~ro~osed an alternative structure. In the end. a straw poll
indicated more support for the COAR recommendations than for the
proposed changes.
RELATIONSHIP/LINKAGES WITH OTHER NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:
There was no significant opposition to these proposals.

Page Five
BYLAWS:

There was clarification that bylaws would indeed to acted
upon by the House in 1989, but that proposals related to
streamlining the bylaws would be deferred to the 1990 House.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

See the document on fiscal analysis. Of great significance
is that there is the expectation that an additional $4 million
will be required to fund core mission activities and that the
costs of operation of the Association in Washington, D.c. would
be significantly higher than present costs.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS:

See two documents on labor law and corporate law analyses.
These analyses served as the basis of most of the revisions
pertaining to organizational members and voting rights.
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SUMMARY OF JOINT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING_

NYSNA·New York City Office

April 11, 1989
Juanita K. Hunter, President, NYSNA

CALL TO ORDER:

approximately 12:45 PM

ATTENDANCE:
Connecticut Nurses Association
Carol Polifroni, President
Karen Ponton, Executive Director
New York State Nurses Association
Juanita K. Hunter, President
Madeline A. Naegle, President-elect
Joan A. Lynch, Vice President
Maggie Jacobs, Secretary
Nettie Birnbach, Treasurer
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director
Wendy M. Burbank, Associate to the Executive Director
Pennsylvania Nurses Association
Elizabeth z. Cathcart, President
Barbara Klaus, Secretary
Patrick Kenny, Director
David R. Ranck, Executive Administrator
I.

STATUS

OF MEMBERSHIP ISSUE

The presidents of the three SNAs reported that each SNA
remains committed to restoration of the requirement
that registered professional nurses compose SNA memberships.
The presidents stated that proceedings of the February
COAR consensus building meeting and subsequent informal
_communication with leadership of other SNAs indicate
that most of the SNAs· that opposed the professional
·1

--··.,

-~\Q.~k-6

Connecticut Nurses Association
New York State Nurses Association
Pennsylvania Nurses Association

PRESIDING:

,_'

\J6
.-H~ott
.

m7mbership model in 1987 continue to oppose the}. :prc
s1.onal model. In most cases, this opposition continues·
to be vigorous.
II.

l
l

_POSITIONS OF CNA, NYSNA, PNA ON COAR RECOMMENDATIONS

I

The presidents of Connecticut and Pennsylvania Nurses
Associations stated that the· CNA and PNA boards of
directors had not yet met to take formal action on the
. recommend~tions contained in the COAR repo~t. It
appears likely that the membership component will be of
· g7eatest concern to these boards. It also appears
b.kely that the report as a whole will be acceptable to
the respective boards.

11
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Representatives of the three SNAs agreed that willingness by all SNAs to compromise will be essential to
restora!ion of the m:mbership base and to satisfactory
resolution of the maJor concerns about the organization's structure.
The NYSNA president stated that NYSNA's board has
determined to recommend to NYSNA delegates to the 1989
House acceptance of the COAR recommendations with the
exceptions of the recommended provisions for: emergency action reports and main motions being brought to the
~ouse th7o~gh ~he Reference Committee; bylaws comprising spec1.£1cat1.ons for a "structural minimum" and
policies comprising structural detail; biennial House
sessions; structure of congress on nursing economics.
The NYSNA president emphasized that the NYSNA board's
belief in the necessity. for compromise outweighs its
concerns about the first three of the foregoing areas.
The NYSNA executive director explained that the proposed functions and autonomy of the institute of SNA
collective bargaining programs as they are presented in
the current version of the report are not legally
feasible and, therefore, are wholly unacceptable. The
inappropriateness of these provisions has been brought
to the attention of the ANA board of directors.
· Representatives of all three SNAs agreed that the COAR
··report is not .an. ide~l proposal in every respect;
h?wever, representatives acknowledged that, given the
history of widespread dissatisfaction with the organization's structure, it is net possible that an ideal
proposal that would be acceptable to constituent SNAs
could emerge.

'

III.

STRATEGIES FOR GAINING ACCEPTANCE OF THE COAR REPORT

Representatives agreed that efforts to gain acceptance
of the COAR recommendations should be concentrated on
approaches to proposed bylaws amendments, rather than
on possible ways to participate in the House's consideration of the COAR report's components. From a procedural standpoint, the House's acceptance of the commission's document as a report in its entirety would be
appropriate. Detailed consideration of changes in the
organization's structure would take the form of consideration of proposed bylaw amendments.
Representatives agreed that it would be essential to
take actions to gain acceptance of the COAR report
during the period of time before the House of Delegates
meets.
Identification of and communication with SNAs
supportive of compromise by acceptance of COAR
recommendations

,,
•..

.
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NYSNA staff will take steps to identify SNAs that
believe compromise by acceptance of the COAR
recommendations would be prudent. ANA staff may
be able to assist in this identification. Representatives of the three SNAs will communicate with
leadership of these SNAs about ways to achieve
compromise.
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B.

Identification of individuals who may be
influential·among delegation
The following individuals were identified as some
of the national leaders and/or individuals in
influential positions who would be willing to work
toward compromise:
[will be contacted by}
J. Hunter
M. Orr will identify a contact
D. Ranck
E. Cathcart
D. Ranck
D. Ranck
J. Hunter
PNA (by letter}
P. Kenny
M. Jacobs
M. Jacobs
M. Jacobs
to be identified

Eunice Cole
Anne Zimmerman
Myra Snyder
Carol Franck
Donna Poole
Irene Agnos
Beverly Smith
Myrtle·Aydelotte·
Mary Foley
Malinda Carter
Valerie Gonzalez
Dorothy Harrares
Mary Beth Badura
3

P •. Kenny•··
E~Cathcart, J.
c. Polifroni
(not to be contacted until
delegate list is available)
acknowledged that it ts important
·to communicate in positive ways with members of
.the informally organized ANA Staff Nurse caucus.
· >. Ideally, the concerns of the members of this ·group
·· should be addressed systematically at the SNA
?level.
·
It was agreed that Maggie Jacobs and Patrick Kenny
would initiate
conference call of leaders within•
the staff nurse caucus if conversations with
certain individuals named above indicated the
advisability of such a conference.

a

unications to 1989 delegation, ANA board and
agreed that communications would be forwarded to the entire 1989 delegation, ANA board
·• members and the members of the Commission. The
communications·will enunciat~ the importance of
·compromise to the future of the organization. The
icommunications.to the ANA board and the Commission
will·state NYSNA's expectation about ANA board and
···•·COAR members' assistance in actively supporting
the COAR recommendations.
The three presidents will draft these communications.
·
of large SNAs

It was agreed that NYSNA staff would schedule and
arrange a meeting of the presidents and executive
directors·of the large SNAs.before the House
· meets.
Name for coalition of the three SNAs
··It was agreed that written communications to the
·delegation, the ANA Board, the Commission and SNAs
would be released in the name of the "Coalition
for. a Credible compromise. 11 . Use of this name
would. serve· to de-emphasize the originators .of•. the
communications arid ~phasizethe spirit of compro-

.COMMUNICATION MECHANISMS
The three presidents.and the three executive directors
·. will communicate about the progress of efforts. planned.
cussed
this meetingevery two weeks by means of
coriferen:ce.calls.
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AmericaJJ. Nurses'Association, .Inc.
·• 2420 Pershing Boad.

Jwisas City. Missouri 64108

Lucille A. Joel. Ed.O. R.N •• F.A.A.N.
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Pmsidenr

Judltll A .. Ryan. Ph.D., R.N. ·.

Execu:ille OirecttJr

· (818) 47~5720

Fax: (816) .471-4903
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Washington· Office:

1101 14111 Street. N.W.

Suite 200
Washington.· O.C. 20005
(202) 789-1800
.
FAX: (202) 842-4375

SNA Presidents
Executive Directors

·SNA
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Lucille A. Joel, Ed.D., ·R.N. 11

ANA President

DATE:

March 20, 1989

RE:

Revised Executive SU11111ary of Report of ANA Co11111ission on
Organizational Assessment and Renewal

C~ NURSES• ASSOCIATION
N ORGANIZATIONAL ASSESSMENTAND RENEWAL

As a participant at th, February 23-24, 1989 COAR Consensus-Building Meeting,

you were promised a
_.report.

copy of the revised Executive Su11111ary of the ANA COAR

Enclosed is a copy of the revised sumary to stiare with your constituency.
The full report will be released by the second week in April 1989. An
expansion of the Executive Summary will be in an insert in the April 1989
issue of The American Nurse •
If a representative attended the February meet_ing in your place, you may wish
to forward a copy of the Executive Sumary to that individual. We have not
attempted to secure mailing addresses for alternate representatives.
The association has two sets of slides pertaining to the report and recommendations of the Comfssion. These will be made available on loan to SNAs on a
first-come, first-serve basis. Comissioners have also expressed their
willingness to be available as resources to states for the cost of travel and
hotel ~xpenses. Please contact Kaye Sullivan, director, Office of Governance,
to schedule the slides or conmfssfoners.
·

Ve sincerely appreciate the time you spent with us in Kansas City in February.
The input you gave us at that meeting was very helpful in the ongoing
consensus process.
·
LAJ:KS:dp
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·
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SECTION ONE

SECTION ONE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

™™ smtMilY
The goal of the.ANA CommiHion on Organizational Assessment and Renewal is to
strengthen the American Nurses• Association on behalf of its members, the

·nursing profession and the American people through study of its structure,
function, membership base. and interorganizational. relationships. In its

analysis of issues facing the organization and options for their resolution,
as responded to through a survey of internal and external respondent groups,
the commission has proposed a number of rec:ommendations.
o

0

These recommendations seek to preserve the asso~iation•s historic
mission and membership through a more modern structure 1) advancing
ANA's transition into a federation of member state nurses'
associations of diverse interests and circumstances. 2) reflecting
dynamic societal trends and contemporary corporate arrangements and 3}
emphasizing linkages and coalitions as a means of maintaining the
integrity of the association and solidifying its position within
organized nursing. General guidelines have been developed for the

generation and allocation of resources for those functions through
which- the mission of the association is conduc~ed.
o

The commission studied a number of methods proposed to strengthen
relationships among ANA's member state nurses' associations (SNAs),

and between SNAs and the ANA, and between the association and other

organizations at both the state and national level. These proposals
included provision for greater structural flaibility for SNAs.
including the opportunity for group affiliation or membership. At the·
national level. possible means, ranging from organizational
membership/affiliation to seats in the ANA House of Delegates for

constituencies other than SNAs. joint ventures. coalitions, and
· mergers. were evaluated.
o

o

The commission analyzed numerous options to increase the membership
and resource base at the constituent and national level. and has
rerommended those believed to be most promising of success.

Ways to increase the efficiency and responsiveness of the organiution
were carefully consiclered.. including the shifting of non-essential
. prescriptive detail fram bylaws to operating rules, _consolidating
f!Jced governance~tructures .to :5erve specific long range planning
::functions. and.~emphasizing an issues management approach for
: : ~ i . n g t::'.ad_iat:e. short range problems.
"·::-;t · ,
·.-_.:t:~z-t~;.;:"_·-<-\

EXECUTIVE Sl.lMMA.IlY

Grants, contracts,. other developmental. funds and.ANA. dues assessment
rnawe be wsecl to fund the following growth activities:

o data. base development

o research and development
o planning and direction for tbe p~en-ed fut:ut:e

o venture capital development

The following AHA px:og:cams he self-sustaining:

o continuing education

o certification

.

o accreditation of c011t:imdng education
o individual SD -aber benefit programs
ANA provide scae adaini.strati.ve support to the !marl.can Acadeay of

Nursing for the near futa:ce, and support those additional prog:tm of AAH
that sbov the greatest promise for contribution to the gmvth and
development of the-AHA. considering other programs of the Academy self-

sustaining.

ANA .fully support adai.n:istrative :maintenance of the. AHA-Political. Action
Committee i.ucl.uding costs of fundrai.sing. and
ARA provide some adlllinistrative support to the American Hmses'
foundation for the near future, considering progtw of AMF to be self-

sustaining.

On Kaintenan~ of a Viable Constituent in Every

State. COAR recmnmends that:

The Constituent ~orum and AHA Board of Directors discass aam to
facilitate or promte interstate agre
•ts for the pwpose o£
strengthening SHAs.

The ANA Board of Direct:ors investigate tbe interest o£ USA nazses
overseas in foming aae or aare AHA comt.-ttueats.
The AHA
0

Bylavs he changed to allov for:

multi-state

Ccm.st.ituent:s, and.

o one or more constituents for USA mu:ses

s

overseas.

tH~
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On AD. ff

bacship and Definition of AHA Member. COAR recommends that:

6.

Constituent organizations pay. full
dues assesswmt.

ne ARA. Bylaa

he changed to allow·· for. organizational affiliates at the
national le9al that --1d be diffuentiated froa constituent a:mbership
in ti. foll.oring ways:

™11'0.Blft HEHBERS

ORGAHIU'rIOHAL il'1ILIATFS

1. Stab ·11urses Associations (SHAs).
Mal.ti-Stab Constituent(s)
(HSC}(s), ad (USA.Jiurse.s Overseas

Caastituent(s) (USASOC(s)) are ANA
c:oasti.taents.

2. Constituent DMMrs haV9 delegat'.e.s

at large, proportional delegate
.cepzesentatioa.. wt:es in t:be AHA
Bouse of Delegates and participate
fully ill the business of the House

of Delegat:es. _-

Other national nursing
organizations that meet
specified criteria (e.g.
Ai:ari lar to NOLF) may be

organi.%ati0dal affiliates.

Organizational affiliates ..
have one (RR) pari:icipant
seat in the House of
Delegates and may make
·reports or pn!!!entations on
issues within the area of
their interest or expertise.
Such reports may be moved
for adoption or amendment by
an individual delegate or
constituent member
OTg3Di?!atiOD.

3.

4.

Indiridnal
berot of constituent
organizations are eligible to·•
.bold ·.office in AMA.

Representatives of
organizational affiliates
are not eligible to hold
office in .ANA.

ARA. cJelagates s:epr~t:ing

Bepmsentatives of
organizational affiliates

constituents are eligible to vote

£or AHA offices.

S.

are not eligible to vote for
ANA offices.

I:aclividual.
here of constituent
OTpnizatioas qaalify for elected
and appointed office. and for
, appointment to task forces and
other ad hoc groups.

JDII represent.ltives of
organizational affiliates
qualify for appointment to
ad hoc groups. task forces,
Congresses and the
Conni ssion OD Economic and
Professional.Security.

pay an organizat-.ior:al fee
for their participation and
• representation ill AHA. and
for services recei'Ved fi:aa

ANA.
7.

The ANA Board of Directors grants
constituent st:at:as.
-

'lbe ANA Board o£ Directors ·
grants organizational.

affiliate status.

The ANA Bylavs he cban~ to allov for:

o A representati'ffl! frc:a tbe Chiefs of the federal. nur.ri:ng services t~. .
have a coartesy seat in the ANA House of Delegates.
·

On Criteria and Organizational
. recommends that:

Arrange.Ents

for Membership in.SHAs, COAR

'rhll ANA Bylavs define the individual. .-bership of sta.te nurses•
associations to be BNs, enable SHA:: to provide for assocfa'te. nurses to
have organizational affiliation or membership at the state level. at such

time as the state has enacted a differentiated professional/associate
nurse licensing systea and desires to do so. and. provide that the
rights, privileges aad re.:.-pansibilities of such oTganiAtional
W!111bers/affiliates he prescribed by the SHA and liaited to the state
level. of the association.

The question of reflecting a category of as.sociata nurse
'hership
vithiJl the goverm stx:uctw:e of the national level of tha association
he reopened at such tiJle as a substantial nmber .of states have enacted
differentiated licensing. syst:• and those statu choose ta .bring. the,,,
matter before the ANA Dause of DeJeptes.
'"

'1'he ANA Bylavs he changed to pemit other organizatioaal z l:rships or·
affiliations vithin state nurses• associations as wll.. Such
organizations -y include specialty nursing organizations and other state
nursing organizational IESl!bers/affilia.tes.l The rights. privileges. and
responsibilities of such organizational. fllli!1llbers/ affiliates vill. be
pmscribed by the SHA and limi:ted t:o the state level of the association•.
ltiote:

It: is suggest:ed that tbe xel.ationship between SllAs and. NSRA..
const:ituent: stata student associations be.siat]ar to the
~tionships between ANA and HSNA p-raposed in the COAR

Report.
6

Organizational .affiliates

7
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On Control of St:andaris of Nursing. Practice:
COAR ret!amnends that:

EXECOTIVE SUMMARY

Reference. Groups (ANA Councils).

The. AHA Board ·of. Dil:ectors ·expand and accelerata ·efforts to establish
contracts for seni.ce and joint 'ftllt.ures bebiieen AHA and national nm:s:lng

specialty orgaoizat-icms.

o Bach Alll. c..-,1ueil be eligible for a participant seat in tbe ARA House of
Delegates ..

o MA

C'ft!i

kils .be. eJigible to bec<la! NOLF participants ..

0n·Dues/Incentives/Other Revenues. COAR recommends that:

o In vier of the stxCA.igei. role and increased autoncay proposed for
cw -:ils. the ARA Board of Directors reassess guidelines for the
est:ablisb .1 at and aaintenance of
and review the ezisting

cn,••w- i Js

o

accordingly.

:rn view of the foregoing changes and any other changes t:ec• E11ded by
COAll and accepted. by the· AHA House of Delegates related to standard
setting. practice and education. the gavemauce saucture of ANA
respaasib1e for establishing standards of practice and education be
cl.early identified. and t:be means of interacting with ezte:rnal.
re.fei:euce gracps (e.g. national ~iaJty organizations) for

CO~tion in-the setting of standards be -reassessed 2Dd clarified.

Nursing Practice: Reference Groaps (National
Specia1ty Harsing Organizations), COAR recommends that:
On Control of Standards of

'l'be AHA Bylaws be changed to allow for a nev category of organizational
affiliation at the national level that 1IOUl.d eru:cwpass national specialty
nm:sing OTpahation.s that w t specific criteria and that voul.d be
differentiated fraa constituent membership in the followingvays:

........

"~jf:
..,;;

.:-::
",!:

11
ll't'i
;3;~

:~

The ctae, assess-en+ be set at a leve1 sufficient to. fund .the core mission
activities and grovth activities central to that ldssian identified by
the AHA Cowission cm: Organizational Assessment and. le!ieval.

c:oancils

- ·Organhat:foaaJ affiliates ·would 1Je those nationa1 nursing organizations~
t:hat - t criteria.
- Organizational affiliates voald have one (HR) participant seat per
organi'Rtloa in the AM Bouse of Delegates and aalca reports or
presaat:.ttions aa issues within the area of their interest or expertise.
Such repwbs waaJ.d be aJved for adoption or a , i+ee •t by • individual.
deJegate or constituent
her oqan.ization.
- Bepreseatatives of organintional affiliates waald not be eligible to
hold elected office in the American liurses' Association.
-.Bepre:seuuti,res of organizational affiliates VOQJ.d mt be eligible·to
vote for All.l offices_
- Representatives of orpnintional affiliates (lllis) would qualify for
appointaent:. to-ad hoc groups. task forces. Congresses and the
Coeerissi.an Gil Eroncwic aad .Professional Security.
- Organu:ttional affiliates would pay an organizational fee.
- 'lhe·MA. Boud of »hectors voald. gr.ant organizational affiliate status.
8

'?he ARA Board of Directors pzoceed to iapl
et: coxpcn.ate stzuctux:a1
changes that vill enbance tbe generatian of DOD-dues x:evame. This
shoald include !Pwedi ate evaluation o£ the feasibility of a separate,
free !ld:anding entity vith tbe appx:op:ciata govem.oce strm:t:ure.

e

A :~pecia] task force be foael by tbe AHA. pzesident and Constituent !'arum.
chai.rpersaa to dflt:enwine incentive progx:aas that can be imp1-ted

ineedia~.ely to enable SHAs to increase -.ibership in their orpn?zatians.

TIie AHA Bylaws be changed to broaden the federation to inc:Jnde new
c:onstituent(s) as 'llell. as organizaUcma.l affiJiates.
TIie AHA Board of Duectors and Constituent lsn11bly assess and advise on
a two tier dues form.la in an effort to enbance
hx:ship. One
assessment 1IOUl.d suppox:t core and growth activities to fulfil] the
llission of AHA. The second assessn r voald facilitate SHA parcbase o£
packages of individual. JDPPber benefit:s frlla an array of aa.t:.irma.1 praducts _
and services.

On ~ z COAR

recommends that:

The AHA Byl.avs be changed to all.av for tvo congresses of equivalent
stature: a Congress of Hursing Practice and a Congress cm !larsing
Econoaic:s. to focus GIil long range policy develop 11t e•w-1ttiaJ to the
ldssiaa of the association. on the denlopaent and adoptian of· st:aadards.
and on the developamt and evaluation. of pxogLaas in their func:ticmal
of expertise. 'Die functions of prior AHA cabinets and cmaittees
that have becCIIDe generic. e.g. eclncat:ioa. service. reseu:da, ba:ma. rights
and ethics. will be emphasized in the fi:mct.ioas and tha ezpertise .of the
Congress of lfurs:ing Practice and the Ccmgz:~ Oil Hursing. &::•NM•ics. The
of AHA's congresses vill be coap,sed of a ca.bination of elec:t:ed

areas

•ni
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On Contml of Sl:anclams of Nursing• Practice:

COAR re~ds that:

SECTION ONE.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Reference Groups (ANA Councils) 1

'Die ·AHA Board of Directoxs e:s:pand and accelerate efforts to establish
c:oatracts for service and joint ventures bet.wen AHA and national uw:sing
specialty organizations.

o Each ARA ca -dl be eligible for a participant seat in t:he AD. Rouse of
Delegates_

o AHA

coanc:us

be eligible to become HOU participants.

an·Dues/Incentives/Other Revenues, COAR recommends that:

o In view of the stzougez cola and iDc:reased antoncay proposed for
counc:Us. the ARA Board of Directors -rea:sess gqideJiaes for the
establis1-nt and aa:bl.tenance of
and Eeriev the ezisting

councils

c:o- 1-"i J s accordingly.

The dues assessment: be set at a level. su£ficient to.fund the core mission
activities and grovt:h activities centra1 to that mssion identified by
the ANA ea-; ssion on Organizational Assessrmt and lleneval.

··

o In rimr of tbe foregoing changes and any other changes rerc ended by
COAR and accepted by the ANA Bouse of Delegates related t:o st:andard

The AHA Board of Directors ~oceed. to uiplw:nt corporate structural.

changes that vill enhance the generatiOD of non-dues :ceveuae. This
should include :fnned:Jat-e evaluation of the feasibility of a separate.
nee standing entity with the appropdate gover11ance sb:uct:Dre.

setting_. practice aad eclucation. the governance stJ:ucture of AHA
respmsihle for establishing stand.ams of practice and education be
clearly ideat:ified. and the means of interacting with ettemal

re.fezwa groups (e.g. national speci.al.t.y organizations) for
c o ~ o n in-the setting of standards be -reassessed and clarified.

Reference Groups (National
Spz:iaJty Rursing Organizations). COAR recommends that:
On Control of Standards of Nursing Practice:

The AHA Bylaws be c:hauged to allow for a nev c : a ~ of organizational.
arf'U iation at the national level that vou1d PDC«'l!lpass national specialty
nursing oqani7atioas that meet specific criteria and that 1fOlll.d be
differe11tiated &ca ccmstit:uent menbership in the foUoving ways:

- Oqani:ratioaal affiliates IIOUl.d be those national nursing organizations,
t:hat aeet criteria.
- Organizattona 1 affiliates would have one {RR) participant seat per
orpnizatiaa in the All& Bouse of Delegates and make repocts or
pce.sa,t,atfcms OD issues ¥!thin the area of t:heir interest or ezpertise.
Such repor~ would be aoved for adoption or ae1..fw.ent: by aq individual
delegate or caastituent
ber oqanizatian.
- ~ f t ! S of organizational affiliates 1IOUl.d not be eligible t:o
hold elected office iD the Aaericau Hurses• Association.
- Jlepzesmt.attves of organizational. affiliates would not be eligible to

110te for ANA offices.
- Jlept:ew •tatives of organizational affiliates (Blfs) voul.cf. qualify for
appoiatant toad hoc groups. task forces, Congresses and the
Cawrissi.oa on !rarwwk and Professional Sec:urit.y.

- °"lanizatioaal affiliates IIOUl.d pa.y an organizational fee.

- The ANA. Board of Directors would grant organizaf".ional affiliate status.
8

e

A special task force be foaed by the AHA president and Constituent l'orum
chauper.;on t:o determine incentive ~ogxw that can be impleaented
:fnnediately to enable SHAs to increase aerl>ership in their ~ t i o n s .
The AHA Bylaws be changed to broaden the federation to include nev

cimsti.tuent{s) as well as organizational affiliates.

The AHA Board of Directors and Constituent Asseebly a.-sess and advise on
a two tier dues fomula ill an effort to enhance meabership. One
assessment voul.d support co:ce and g:couth activities to fuliill. the
aission of AHA. The second assessmen~ 1I01ll.d facilitate SHA. purchase of
packages cf individual menber benefits
and services.

an array of national products.

On Govenzance, COAR recommends that:

AHA Bylaws be changed to allow for two congresses of equ:!valent
stature: a Congress of Nursing Practice and a Congress an lfarsing
!conmics. t:o focus on long range policy duelopDallt essential. to the
llission of the association, on the development and adoption of stadards.
and on the development .and evaluation of progrw in their frmctianaJ.
The

areas

of expertise. The functions of prior AHA cabinets and c:amaittees
that have bacon.- generic. e.g. education.. service. -re:searcla. human rights
and ethics, vill be emphasized in the functions and the ezpertise of the
Congress of Nursing Practice and the Congress on Ha:rsing 'Rc:onmir:s. The
R'!llbers of AHA's congresses will he ca.posed of a coabination of elected

9
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PXECUTIVE SUMMARY

and appointed officials. T.be i:esponsibilities of the·Alfl Board of
Diractars t:o establish the NCbanism to advocate for the Inman rights and
ethical ;::once:ms of tbe organization will be made ez.plici.t in byla.vs.

During the iapl

respect to the development and implementation of operat:icma]
policies and practices ftl.ated t:o credent:1 a] ing. and acccnmtabla
to .AHA 1 s admiD:i.strative struct:u:a! in other respects.

nt-.ation period the Boam of Directors make provision

2)

for furt:hu cl.ari.fying·the sub-structure of the Congress of Nursing
Practice. I

1Hote:

·•

3) The crede71tiaJing activities of the center sbau1d be selfsustaining.

Details related to the Con~ on Harsing Economics and its
sub-structures are described. under the issue paper on .
Structure and Pi.Dancing of Collective Bargaining. The substructures of the Congress of Nursing Practice have not yet
been developed to that eztent.

The AHA :Boam of Directors strengthen AHA• s relatiomhip vith the
National Council of State Boards of Nursing for the pm:pose of engaging
in joint projects and. developing joint positions.

the .rtrategir. plan adopted by the ANA Bouse of Delegates drive the work
of the association,. with the AHA Board of Directors using the congresses
as long-range policy de9el.opa!Dt vehicles and a series of ad hoc
struct:ures·to aanage short-tea. issues,. preparing relevant proposals to
go fcmard to the
Bouse of Delegates for action.

The AHA Bylaws be changed to allow for a st.z:uctural m:ininnn with further
detail encompassed in policies/operating rules.
The ba.11ot for AHA BoaJ:d of Directors be constructed to guarantee staff
nurse Lepre:seatati<Jll on the AHA Board of Directors.

'l'be AHA Board of Directors,. Colaittee on Coaai.ttees and state nurses'

associatiODS ensme appointment of staff nurse representatives across the
associa~i.cm.

The AHA Bylaws be changed to provide for b;enniaJ meetings of the House
of De1 egat-.es.
TIie size of the present Bouse of Delegates be reduced by a total of ten

percent (10%).

On

Structm:e arul Pinanc:ing of ARA's Credentialing Pl.vgLw. COAR recommends

!nm

'l'be AHA !Gard of Directors establish a separately im:or:porated center
through which AHA vould. serve its own credentiaJing p:n>gx:ams.
1)

The center sbould l,e enc:ouragecl to liaise vith other uursing
organizations related to credentialing. One such venture might
be the continued publication of the registry of certified nurses.

Repxesentati'V1!S of the AHA Board of Directors w t with 1epLEseutatiiies
of the Board of DiJ:ectors of the Rational League for Harsing for the
esplicit purpose of illpleaenting joint ventuxes in acaeditation of
nursing education .and llllrSing services.

On

Structure and Financing of Collective BarJpinfog 1 COAR :recommends that:
The AHA Bylaws be c:hanged to create a Congress cm Nursing Ec:cmamcs to
focus on a) long range policy developaent. essential. to the llission of the
association and b) the developamt of standards and prusxw for econonde
and general veliare,. and further.
The AHA Bylaws he changed to create an Institute of SHA Coll.ecti.ve
Baxgaining Pxugx:m and a Cawissian on konatic and Professional.
Security to work tmoagh the Congress oa· Hm:sing Bcon,wics to adckess the

profession's labor relations,. ecoocw:ic and work placa concezns.

The ambersh:ip of ARA's Congress on Nursing Econre:i-:s be c,ap.,sed of a
caabination of elected and appointed officials vbo c:ollectively represent
required areas of ec:ongaic ezpertise and the genetic st.Laub of
education.
.. serrice,. buam rights and ethi.cs; the mbers of the
cc:w-issioa: be appointed by the Congxess on Haning lcaanaic:s and have
ezpertise in workplace related issues of econaai i: and professiaaal
security; the Institute of SHA Collective Bargaining Progzm be made up
of one official elected frca. each of those SHb with collective
bargaining prograas.

the American Nurses; Association will retain the authority to set,
standards for nucsing education. nursing practice,. and nursing
service. The credentialing center vill be aut:onomus with

10
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On 2elatianships/Lfotages vith Other Rational. Org-" --t·

that: .

......._ ions, CO:AR recommend s

-

On •yJ.avs-COAR

ANA
of Duect:ors expand ·aud accelerate the implementation of
Joi.at pro.3~• ~blres. coal.it.ions and liaisons between ANA and other
nursing o,:gan1zations. especially regarding credentialing standard
set:.t:ing., data bases., and contirnaing education.
•

The ANA Bylaws be changed to Provide for the participation of NSNA in the
AHA Bouse of Delegates through a courtesy seat.
The~ Board of Directors plan for regular, concurrent and interactive
meetings of the leadership
AHA and NSNA.

of

Recommends that:

The follovi.Dg definitions of "byl.nsn aad "policy/operating J:Ule.11 he adopted
by 'the oqani.zation:
Bylaws
The document that defines the organization based upon the articles of
incorpqratiou (naae, 1:enl. and pmpose or aission). The dcco1•ut is
adopted by the highest authority.in the organization and requires
previous notice to the -.bersbip for amendment. Bylaws are aemrled by a:
two-thirds -vote. Bylaws define lines of authority and accountability.

ANA Board of Directors vorlt jointly vith .NSNA to develop and
Ulp1';-mt new W"Cban;sms to cultivate. socialjze, and professionalize

Policy/Operating Rule

Constituen!" Asseahly, vith the Rational. Student Nurses
• ssoc1ation. develop
mecbanisa to provide for the par"'..icipation of NSNA
lll t.be ANA Constituent Assembly.

A doc:uamt(s) that explicates t:be pmposes and functions set forth in the
bylaws; articulates a position of the organization; or provides for the
implementation of the byl.avs. Policies are adopted and c:ilanged by the
accountable authorlty in the organization. Policies are changed by
majority vote. Policies clarify lines of authority and accountability.

narsmg students for active roles in the professioaaI association.

The
?f
explore the interest of other national nursing
GrgaltiZatious Ul affiliating with AHA including t:be fiscal ;mnlications
of such affiliation.
-r

o!

mainbm

COAR further recoanends that the AHA Bylaws include only the following

elelEJlts:

The~~
Directors
and expand liaison and coalitional.
relatiansbi.ps with rel.er.mt non-nursing national organizations.

1.

definition of the purposes and functions of the American Nurses•
Association;

The AHA Bylaws be changed to allov for a representative fraa the Chiefs
of
the federal nursing services to have a courtesy seat in the AHA House
of Delegates~

2.

definition of the -.bers of the American Nurses .Association;

3.

provision for financing the organiza;J.on;

The JRA Board of Directors initiate discussion regarding establishment f
corporate model relationships vi.th ot:her national nursing organizations0
for gen&ral purposes am./or specific functions.

· 4.

provision for

goV1m1aDCe

of t:be organization;

S.

provision of a process to amnd the bylaws;

6.

definition of the parJiaemtary aut:harity by which the association
will he governed.

And that any further ezplication. of the bylaws he acccapJisbed through
policy(ies)/ operating rules adopted by the organ1ntion through the ANA
Board of Directors or House of Delegates and that they contain:

Mandatory Elements

o clearly trac:k back to bylaws purpose or function
o describe how policy is <'._micated
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·,;SECTION ONE;

.

··mcttrm: SUMMARY .

·.Peadssive .£1
o

11117 descrlbe relationships

o 11117 contain prcre-lure/proces..i by defining the wo, vbat, where. vhen.
and bow of the conduct: of assoeiatim business and activities.
ADIi that all organizational pollc:y ezpira fiva years frm the date of
aad. t::hat aay policy that needs to be retained or revised be
re• ... 1+1 to the originating policy eaking body £or action.

ena- •

-•t

tic Scheme

AHA's organizational structure which follows reflects the
rec,:
ndations of the AHA .Cammi s~ion on Organizational Assessment and
:Renewal.
.
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ROLL CALL
S'J!ATE BEPRBSEH'.rATIVES

PRESEN'r

AI.\BAHA

Janet s. Awtrey, D.S.N., R.N., President
Elizabeth Barker, M.S.Ed., R.N., Executive Director

V

V

ALASKA

Connie Trollan, R.N., President
Barbara Miller, R.N., Vice President and Acting Executive Director

ARIZONA
Concetta Tynan, M.A., R.N., C.N.A.A., President
Denise Hallfors, M.S.N., R.N.,c.s., Executive Director

ABKAHSAS

Mary Goza, M.S.N., R.N., President
carolyn Shannon, M.N.Sc., R.N., Executive Director

CALIFOBHIA
Marilyn Rodgers, M.S.N., R.N., President t./fJ'/- ::,iJMyra c. Snyder, Ed.D., R.N., Executive Director
COLORADO
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carolyn Jass, Ph.D., R.N., President
M.s., R.N., C.N.A.A., Executive Director

Lola M. Fehr,
C<HmCTICOT

B. carol Polifroni, Ed.D, R.N., President
Karen Stonkas Ponton, M.A., R.N., Executive Director

DELAWARE

Margaret F. Parsons, M.s., R.N., President
Petrina Smith, M.B.A., R.N., Executive Director

DISTRIC'l' OP

COLUMBIA

Kathleen McIntyre, R.N., Vice President
Evelyn Sommers, M.B.A., Executive Director

FLORIDll

Katherine Webster, Dr.Ph., R.N., President

Paula .Massey, M.H., R.N., Executive Director
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Lynda Mcswain, M.A., R.N., Pres1.dent Susan Williamson, M.P.u., R.N., Executive Director
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-

Mary u. o.

STATE REP~IVES (Continued)
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V
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Joann Wilcox, M.S.H., C.H.A.A., R.H •• President
Carol E. Franck, H.S.N., R.R.,, Executive Director

Matanane, R.N.,C., Vice President

Mary Ellen Cruz, R.N., Secretary

HAWAII
LoRaine carlson, M.s., R.N., President

V

Geri Marullo, M.s., R.N., Executive Director
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-Marilyn Baynes, R.N., President
Nancy Leslie, Executive Director

V

V
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ILLINOIS
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Maribeth Badura, M.S.N., R.N., President
ii ·i
.
Leota ·G. Acord, Ph.D., R.N., Executive Administrator

IImIAHA
Doris Blaney, Ed.D., R.N., President
Naani R. Patchin, Executive Director
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eoy Baker,
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Alice swan, R.H., President
Ruth Bass, M.R. Administrator, R.R., Executive Director
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MISSISSIPPI
Faye Anderson, M.s., R.H., President
Robert A. Hayden, M.S.R., R.H., Executive Director
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Roberta Olson, Ph.D., R.R., President - , , - 'Di.,
Caroline Davis, B.S.N., R.H., Executive Director
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MONTANA

Peggy Mussehl, B.S.N., R.H., President
Barbara E. Booher, Executive Director

.
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NEBRASKA

i /h!.:"~ 'l\.~·
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Mary Anne Hinchey, B.S.N., C.N.A., R.R., President JC~ ;, 1 '1 -t~i»
Mary Ann Sak, B.s., R.H., Executive Director
&,t t:,J.4t

Xay Myers, M.A., R.N., Execut1ve'1>1rector

KANSAS
Peggy Erickson, M.N., R.H., President
Terri R. Roberts, J.D., R.H., Executive Director

NEVADA
Mary Hocker, R.R., President

NEN BAMPSBIRB
Linda cronenwett, R.N., President
Lee Pope, Interim Executive Director

LOOISIAHA

,c
V

Lori Crocker, Office Manager

KENTUCKY
Betty Porter, Ed.D., M.S.N., R.N., President
Jean P. Duncan, M.P.B., R.N.;Executive Director

j./

v

Nmf JERSEY
Mary M. Germain, Ed.D., R.N.,C., President
Barbara w. Wright, M.A., M.Ed., R.H., Executive Director

Elizabeth Humphrey, Ed.D., R.N., President
Barbara L. Morvant, H.N. , R.N. , Executive Director

V
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MAR!Ll\HD

Kathleen White, M.s., R.N., President
Robin Platts, Executive Director
·

MINNESOl'A

MISSOURI

M.A., R.N., Presid~mt ,; {5-")...•Ja

MAINE
-Phyllis Healy, M.s., R.N., President
Anna Gilmore, Acting Executive Administrator

Marie E. Snyder, J .o., K.s., R.H., President
Anne G. Har~reaves,. K.S., R.R., P.A.A.R., Executive Director

v

V

Nmf MEXICO

Baftna Pittut,

Rdf.,

l · ) ;_ 'l

President~ ·
Judith Brown, M.s.:s., R.H., Executive Director

HEif YORK

Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.R., President
Martha L. orr, H.H., R.H., Executive Director
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Linda Plemons, Executive Director
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Elizabeth Z. Cathcart, M.P.H., C.N.A.A., R.N., President
David R. Ranck, M.S.Ed., R.N., Executive Administrator

Peggy E. Greaves, H.S.H., R.N., President
Judith c. Thompson, Executive Director
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Joyce Pashley, M.N., R.H., Executive Director
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Sylvia W~ber, M.s., R.N.,c.s., President
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Verna c. Garcia, B.S.N., R.H., Executive Secretary
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